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PHYSICAL REVIEW A VOLUME 43, NUMBER 11 1 JUNE 1991

Errata

Erratum: Expectation values of r for arbitrary hydrogenic states
[Phys. Rev. A 42, 1123 (1990)]

G. W. F. Drake and R. A. Swainson

This paper contains typographical errors in three of the equations for the expectation values of the inverse powers of
r, given on p. 1125. The corrected equations should read
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The changes are a closing bracket in the second line of ( 1/r" ), the leading multiplying factor in (1/r ' ), and a factor
of n in the fourth line of ( 1/r ' ) . Also, Eq. {15)should read

(r ) =6(n/4Z )t ,'n n[f,—(l)———,']] . (15)
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Erratum: Relativistic effects on low-frequency Rayleigh scattering
including spin Sip for hydrogenic atoms

[Phys. Rev. A 42, 3844 (1990)]

Viorica Florescu, M. Marinescu, and R. H. Pratt

In Eq. (5) s2 should be replaced by sz and g' by e3.
In the last equality of Eq. (13) Z should be replaced by r.
In Eqs. (14) and (16) Z should be replaced systematically by 7.. On the right-hand side of the last equality of Eq. (14) 5

should be replaced by ~.
In Eq. (15) yz1 should be replaced by 7 2+ 1.
In Eq. (16)j should be replaced by 1,the first 5 by r, and the second 5 by 71..
In Table I, in the heading of the last column X should be replaced by e and in the column RDLWL the fifth number,

—0.11122, should be replaced by —0.011 122.
In Table III the value of B for k =0.6 and Z = 13 is —4.6244[ —4], not —8.9674[ —3]; the values of B for Z =30,

k =0.5, and k =0.6 should be interchanged; and the value of B at k =0.5, Z =50 is 4.4561[—6], not 4.4522[ —6].
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